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Grief

As Lu (2016) points out, “When a loved one is struck with a 
serious mental illness, family members experience the loss 
of the individual they once knew, and are left to cope with 
learning how to live with a person who is physically present, 
but psychologically and emotionally different.” 



Disenfranchised 
Grief

Refers to loss that is not publicly 
acknowledged and  sanctioned.

Occurs in a variety 
of situations of loss 
that are not talked 
about like:

* mental illness

*substance use

*criminal 
behavior

*dementia 



Ambiguous Loss

Is significant loss that is lacking in clarity, finality, & 
has no sense of closure.

• “Leaving without saying goodbye,” i.e. 
psychologically present, physically absent.

• “Goodbye without leaving,” i.e. physically present, 
psychologically absent.

• When loved ones have mental illnesses, there are 
times when they cannot fulfill their roles in 
relationships and we miss them.



Change

Some things in life cannot be fixed, they can only be carried 
(Lawrence, 2015).



We need to mourn and focus on what has been lost so 
that we can welcome what still remains and what can be 
created!

• Create a conscious and thought-full space to grieve.

• What does this look like?

• How does it feel?



• Is there a ritual that includes other 
people?  What does this look like?



• Are there any projects that have been abandoned 
that may now be completed or thrown away?



Strategies
Join with others with shared experience like a support group, online discussion 
groups, etc.



Strategies

Create a grief ritual.



Strategies



Consider….

• What do you still have?

• WHO do you still have?

• WHO do you want to be?



Consider….

Make a list!



Consider….

What can you create for yourself that enables you to 
become unstuck and move forward with you?



Moving Forward



Guidelines for Moving Forward

Who are you beyond a grieving person?

• Work

• Family

• Friends

• Activities (hobbies, interests, talents, exercise)



Guidelines for Moving 
Forward
You have the opportunity to create a different story of 
your life moving forward; new relationships with your 
loved ones.

Describe in detail what that looks like for you.  

You can do this through words, art, photography, music, 
dance – whatever form is meaningful for you.



Guidelines 
for Moving 
Forward

• How do you feel?

• Who is around you?

• What does your living space look and feel like?

• What activities are you involved in?

• How are special events/holidays acknowledged?

• Where is your joy?



Helpful Self-
Statements
• I know I can do this!

• Keep breathing! IN through my nose and s-l-o-w-l-y 
OUT through my mouth.

• One step at a time.  CALM DOWN!

• This is difficult. Each step I take is a step forward.



The Work

created by Byron Katie (2002) is a phenomenal 
tool for accepting “what is” and living better.  

The Work challenges our thinking and allows 
us to break free of unproductive patterns.

Think of a person who could use your advice. 
Fill in the blanks below. Then ask yourself the 
questions on the other following slide: 

________________ should/shouldn’t 
_________________ 



The Work

1.Is it true? (Yes or no. If no, move to 3.) 

2.Can you absolutely know that it’s true? (Yes or no.) 

3.How do you react, what happens, when you believe  that 
thought?

4.Who would you be without the thought?  

Turn the thought around.   Find specific, genuine examples for 
the turnaround.  Can you find other turnarounds?  Give 
specific, genuine examples for each turnaround. © 2012 Byron 
Katie International, Inc. 



The Work

Her book, “Loving what is” is the complete 
guide, however her website has tons of free 
resources and tools that can assist on this 
difficult part of your life journey.  
http://thework.com/en/tools-do-work

http://thework.com/en/tools-do-work




When best laid 
plans fail!

Stick to your “normal” routines as much as you can

Eat and drink in moderation

Plan on exercise; build in “nature” time.

Make sure you have a Plan B and a Plan C in place for the 
unexpected

Keep music that you love on hand and listen to it when needing 
to

Prioritize your time, activities, and commitments (do what you 
want to and can)

Take good, loving care of yourself!



Resources

• McGregor, S. (2016). “Done with the crying: Help and healing for 
mothers of estranged adult children.” © Sowing Creek Press, San 
Marcos CA

• Retrieved from 
http://www.asmfmh.org/resources/publications/learning-to-let-go-
recognizing-family-grief-ans-mental-illness/ (Lu)

Retrieved from 
http://www.timjlawrence.com/blog/2015/10/19/everything-doesnt-
happen-for-a-reason (Lawrence)

• Retrieved from http://www.refugeingrief.com/ (Devine, 2016)

• Retrieved from https://www.dementia.org/dementia-grief-
characteristics (Blandon, 2016).

• Retrieved from http://thework.com/en/tools-do-work (Byron Katie, 
2017)

• We have a closed discussion group on Facebook in which we share our 
journeys with one another.  Here is the link: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1085961301459239/1087382077
983828/?notif_t=like&notif_id=1473346202060389

http://www.asmfmh.org/resources/publications/learning-to-let-go-recognizing-family-grief-ans-mental-illness/
http://www.timjlawrence.com/blog/2015/10/19/everything-doesnt-happen-for-a-reason
http://www.refugeingrief.com/
https://www.dementia.org/dementia-grief-characteristics
http://thework.com/en/tools-do-work
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1085961301459239/1087382077983828/?notif_t=like&notif_id=1473346202060389


Looking For 
More 
Information on 
Grow A Strong 
Family?

Visit GASF online:

• https://growastrongfamily.org/ 
Visit

Email: GASFInc@outlook.comEmail

Phone: 781-405-8376Phone



Disclaimer

Take what you like and leave the rest.

We are not responsible for how the content or 
the presentation is used.  Viewers agree to hold 
harmless Grow A Strong Family, Inc., its staff 
and board of directors from any liability, loss, 
claim, cost or damage of any nature whatsoever 
which may arise from viewing or listening to the 
presentation.


